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Minecraft 1.17 update is a Caves and Cliffs update that is shaping up to. Minecraft community as the
player base receives exciting news and. Mojang showed up with the big guns this year, giving fans
enough to . Minecraft 1.17 update is a Caves and Cliffs update that is shaping up to. Minecraft
community as the player base receives exciting news and. Mojang showed up with the big guns this
year, giving fans enough to .Q: Rails app on Heroku fails to start after using Heroku-dependent gems
I have an app which uses the Heroku-dependent gems, like Heroku-Dependent-Mongoid ( When I
deploy to Heroku, everything starts fine except for the part that uses mongoid, so I get a
rails_12factor error that the gem isn't found. The second error is that mongoid-gridfs is not found.
The only way I can make it work is to change application.rb to have the require line require 'heroku'
require'mongoid' It works, but it is not what I want to do, since it requires that Heroku be there. I'd
rather make my app only require a subset of Heroku, but I didn't succeed. What is the best way to do
this? A: You can use a boot process to load the required gems when the app starts: # config/boot.rb
$:.unshift File.dirname(__FILE__) + '/../lib' require "bundler/boot" if Gem.loaded?(:bundler) require
'heroku' require'mongoid' Now every time you deploy to Heroku, the required gems will be included.
Q: SQL: Percentage for count(*) I have a table looking like this: | employee | |----------| | a | | b | | c | | d
| | e | | f | And I want to get a count(*) that
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